Enhanced digital presence
delivered to a leading telecom
company with Magento using
Headless Architecture

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

ABOUT THE
CUSTOMER

The company is one of the largest telecom distribution companies
in the Middle East. They have their operations spread across
Bahrain, and Oman with its headquarters in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia. The primary business of the customer is to ensure
telecommunication services to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

BUSINESS
CHALLENGES

The client realized their lack of an effective digital presence was
hindering their ecommerce and digital sales. Hence, they wanted
to update their legacy sales platform to digital and enhance
their physical and digital product offerings. The client also
wanted their ecommerce platform to be interactive, intuitive and
customer friendly.

SOLUTION

Our digital experts at Aspire Systems analysed the problem and
came up with the ideal solution to enhance the client’s digital
presence. We implemented a complete ecommerce API engine
using Magento. We presented a unique solution that decoupled
responsive UI with angular frontend. The custom-tailored solution
was efficient enough to fit the current and future business use
cases and ensure an interactive and intuitive API based service.

BEST PRACTICES

Aspire Systems completed the entire process adhering to the
industry best practices and implemented
 Component based architecture for FE
 A lazy loading strategy for FE components to reduce page
loading time
 Scalability based design to handle more users in the future
 Render static content from CDN
 Performance tuning with Qualys tool
 Code deployment process with the help of CI/CD based
architecture
 Application load balance for better load sharing and scalability
 Amazon S3 server for secure and highly available content
management

TECHNOLOGY
SNAPSHOT
Magento 2.x EE,
MySQL 5.x,
Angular 6.x,
Elastic Search 5.6.x,
Nginx 1.10.x,
Amazon AWS platform (EC2,
ALB, RDS, S3, Cloud Front)
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RESULTS AND
ROI

 Ensured a robust digital presence
 Facilitated an intuitive, interactive and richer UI
 Enhanced user experience
 Digitized and automated redundant and lengthy processes
 Minimized human errors

FUTURE IMPACT

Our client achieved seamless omnichannel commerce with
headless Magento implementation. The initiative also diversified
their scope for extensive geographical expansion.
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Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.
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INDIA
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MIDDLE EAST
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For more info contact
info@aspiresys.com or visit www.aspiresys.com

